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Brain Game: Bobby Bright
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on the direction the game is going and to know which word to say based on 
direction of play

Directions: Teach the game to the whole class, and then divide the game in two for smaller groups 
of players. Students sit in a circle. The starting person says “Bobby Bright” to the person 
on the left. That person says “Bobby Bright” to the person to his left, and so it goes until 
someone chooses to say “Bobbitt.” Then the order of play reverses to the right, and 
the new words are “Brightly Bob.” Play continues to the right until another person says 
“Bobbitt” and reverses play to the left with the next person saying “Bobby Bright.” The 
goal is for the correct words to move briskly around the circle with smooth and accurate 
changes in direction.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Time a group to see how long they can go without making a mistake. Then have them try 
to beat that time, or time two groups against each other.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Bouncing Ball
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on the words being said and how they change the direction of the game so the 
player is ready to say the correct word at the correct time

NOTE: This game is similar to Bobby Bright but harder. Consider mastering Bobby Bright 
before trying this game.

Directions: Teach the game to the whole class first, and then divide the class in half. Explain that 
they will pass around an imaginary ball, say one of the following words, and do the 
corresponding task.

WHIR = Pass the ball to the next player on the right.

BOUNCE = The ball skips the next player and goes to the following player.

BOING = The ball hits a wall and reverses direction.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Replace “whir,” “bounce,” and “boing” with harder nonsense words like “shlibberish,” 
“blinka,” and “fongo.” If a player makes a mistake, the play stops. Have students try to beat 
their previous record for continuous play without a mistake.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Catch That Sound!
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus in an effort to hear certain letter sounds

Directions: Identify a letter sound for which students should listen, such as the /m/ sound or the 
/t/ sound. Then read or tell a short story or passage (one to two minutes long), and ask 
students to raise their hands every time they hear the focus sound.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Increase the number of sounds for which students need to listen.
• Pick two sounds that are similar, like /m/ and /n/, and have students raise their right hands 

when they hear one sound and touch their left hands when they hear the other.
• Add a diphthong sound, such as /ch/ or /th/.
• Have a student read the passage or tell a story.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: I Spy
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on questions, answers, and clues to guess the object

Directions: This game is played in teams. A person chooses an object in the room and names only its 
color, saying: “I spy with my little eye something that is [color].” The rest of the team asks 
questions as they try to guess the object. You may want to ask questions with students the 
first time so you can model how to ask useful questions. After about a minute, if no one 
has guessed the object, a second clue (e.g., location, size) may be provided. The person who 
guesses the object first gets to choose the next object.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Limit the number of questions students can ask or the number of clues allowed.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: My Hat Has Three Corners
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on making the correct hand motions to replace certain words in a chant

Directions: The whole class plays together. The chant/hand motions are:

“My hat (touch head) has three (hold up three fingers) corners (make a corner with 
arm and touch elbow), three (hold up three fingers) corners (make a corner with your 
elbow), has my hat (touch head). If it didn’t have three (hold up three fingers) corners 
(make a corner with your elbow), it wouldn’t be my hat (touch head).”

After saying the chant and doing the motions through once, repeat, but do not speak the 
word hat, but touch your head. In the next round, do not speak the words hat or three, but 
continue to do the motions. Finally, do not speak hat, three, or corners, but go through the 
whole chant doing the correct motions at the correct time.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Speed up the pace of the chant.
• Change the hand motions so they do not match the words. For example, use three 

fingers for hat and hat for three fingers.
• Make up a new chant and actions.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Name Game
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on what the previous player said and choose the next correct name

Directions: The class gathers in a circle. The teacher begins the game by saying a famous person’s name 
(e.g., Harriet Tubman). The next person in the circle must say the name of a famous person 
whose first name begins with the letter of the previous person’s last name (e.g.,Taylor 
Swift), and so on (e.g., Sally Ride).

More-Challenging  
Variation:

Play this game in teams so students practice focusing on the names/letters more often.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Zip Zap Zop
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus closely on which nonsense word is being spoken and to know the correct 
nonsense word to say in response

Directions: Teach the game to the whole class, and then divide the class into smaller groups of four or 
more players. Have students stand in a circle. The starting player points across the circle at 
another player, makes eye contact, and says “Zip.” The receiving player points to another 
player, makes eye contact, and says “Zap.” That player does the same to a third player, saying 
“Zop.” That player does the same to a fourth player, starting over with “Zip.” The goal is for 
the words to move briskly, smoothly, and accurately around the circle.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Time a group to see how long they can go without making a mistake. Then have them try 
to beat that time. Invent three other nonsense words, or play with four words.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Sha Zam!
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on the pattern to remember and replicate it

Directions: Make a pattern of two distinct sounds, such as two hand claps and one foot tap, and 
repeat it a few times for students. Once students can recognize the pattern as it has been 
explained and demonstrated, they should say, “Sha Zam!” The teacher then makes a series 
of patterned sounds, some of which follow the identified pattern, and some of which 
do not. Whenever students recognize the original pattern, they call out, “Sha Zam!” The 
teacher should pause briefly after each set of sounds for students to decide whether to say 
“Sha Zam.” As the game progresses, students may take a turn setting the pattern. Advise 
student leaders to make the Sha Zam pattern simple enough that they can remember it 
after they have introduced the trick patterns.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Increase the speed of play.
• Make a more complex pattern.
• Ask students to play with their eyes closed.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Mirror Game
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus very closely on the actions of another person in an effort to mirror that person

Directions: Each student pairs up with a partner. One student is the Person and preforms a series of 
slow-motion movements while pretending to look in a mirror. For example, the Person 
might stretch up his or her arms, make certain facial expressions, pretend to brush teeth, 
etc. The other student is the Mirror, and this student must focus on following the Person’s 
movements exactly, so the two people look like a mirror image of each other. After a 
minute or so, have students switch roles.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Allow the pairs to quietly decide between themselves who will be the Person and who will 
be the Mirror. Then see if an observer can guess which partner is the Person (the more in 
sync the pair, the harder to tell).

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Telephone
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on the silly message and tell it correctly to the next person

Directions: Asks students to form a circle or to get in a straight line. Whispers a silly phrase to the 
student on your left, such as “My favorite breakfast is bugs and worms.” That student 
repeats what he or she heard to the next person. The phrase is passed around until the 
last person gets it. He or she announces the starting phrase or what it has become in the 
process. The goal is to get as close as possible to the starting phrase.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Make the starting phrase longer and more complex.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Who Is the Leader?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Focus

Purpose: To focus on the actions of the other players

Directions: Have students sit in a circle. Randomly select one student to be the detective. Have this 
student leave the room for a short time. Randomly select another student to be the leader. 
That student will initiate a series of movements/sounds, such as finger-snapping first, then 
clapping, then patting the knees that the rest of the students copy. The leader should change 
up the activity about every twenty seconds. The leader’s job is to lead the actions without 
the detective guessing the leader’s identity, and the rest of the students need to follow the 
leader without revealing the leader’s identity either.  When the detective rejoins the circle, 
he or she then watches all the students closely to see who is leading the group in the 
actions. When the detective cracks the case, choose a new detective and leader.

NOTE: The game can also be played in teams (putting two or three partnerships together).  
The detective can close his or her eyes rather than leave the room, and teacher can quietly  
tap leaders on their shoulders.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Select two leaders, and the leaders take turns changing the motion.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Bee Bop
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember your own signal and that of all the other players in the game

Directions: Teach the game to the whole class, and then divide the class into smaller groups of four 
or more players. Have students sit in a circle. Each student picks a special signal that will 
represent their name in the game, for example, touching your nose or pulling on your ear. 
Players go around the circle and show the others their signals/names. Then the players 
begin to drum their hands on the floor. The leader asks: “What’s the name of this game?” 
The group answers: “Bee Bop!” Leader: “How long do we play?” Group: “Til we have to 
stop!” Then the leader gives his or her signal and that of another player. That player gives 
his or her signal and the signal of another player (but not the leader’s). Play continues 
until someone makes a mistake. Then a new leader restarts the game (players keep their 
same signals).

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Play with the entire class. Have players use a two-part signal or a signal and a word 
together. See how long a class can go without making a mistake, and then try to beat 
that time.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Cakes and Snakes
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember a list of words in a particular order

Directions: Divide students into pairs. Think of five or six words in two distinct categories, for example, 
cakes and snakes, or food and drink, or hats and cats. Announce the two categories, 
and then call out the words in a random order, such as, “Chocolate, python, rattlesnake, 
birthday, corn snake, wedding.” Have students memorize the words. Then announce a 
certain order for the categories, e.g., cakes first. Have students work individually to recall all 
the words, writing down the named category first and then the category words (the words 
do not have to be in a certain order). Randomly call on someone to report out on both the 
correct order and the words. Have partners check each other’s lists, and the players who 
list all the correct words in the proper order earn a point. Play continues with a new set of 
words, and players continue to play against each other to earn points.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Add more words in the two categories, or add a third category.
• Add a word or two in a category that students might not know, such as quiche or arugula 

in a food category. Teach the unfamiliar word before having students memorize it, and 
then remind students to use memory strategies to recall the unfamiliar word.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Find and Remember!
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember members in a group of objects and their previous locations

Directions: This game is played as a whole class. Identify five easily moved objects in the room, such 
as a trashcan, a vase, a chair, a picture frame, and an eraser. Ask a pair of students to look 
at each item and remember where it is located. Then have those two students leave the 
room, and ask one remaining student to write down where the objects are located. Ask five 
other students to each move an object to another visible place in the room. Have the pair 
of students return and work together to identify the five objects and tell where they used 
to be located.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Add more objects.
• Have only one person go out of the room.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Going to Grandma’s
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the order of the items packed

Directions: This game is played in teams. Choose a student to start the game. That student says, “I’m 
going on a trip to grandma’s house, and I will pack…” and then names something he or she 
will take. The next student repeats the first student’s statement and adds another item to 
pack. This continues until each student has added something to the packing list. When the 
last student has added something, have all students repeat the list of items packed.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Each person adds two items.
• Increase the size of the group (by combining teams or playing as a class).
• Each item added has two syllables or more.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Here Is Your Ice‑Cream Sundae!
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember what each student ordered

Directions: The game is played in teams. One student is the waiter at the ice cream parlor. The other 
students take turns ordering their sundaes of choice, picking one ice cream flavor and one 
topping (e.g., “I would like chocolate ice cream with whipped cream, please.”). As students 
order, all team members need to remember which student ordered which sundae. When 
the last student has ordered, the waiter then has to deliver the correct sundae to each 
customer. The customer also needs to remember what he or she ordered.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Increase the number of toppings ordered.
• Increase the number of customers by combining teams.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Hot Potato Memory
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the task for each round

Directions: Have the students sit or stand in a circle. Use a small ball or other item they can hold with 
one hand to use as the potato.  Announce a task the person left holding the hot potato will 
perform when the music stops (e.g., jump, turn around, touch his or her head). Play a lively 
song. While the music is playing, have students pass the potato around the circle until the 
music stops. The student left holding the potato when the music stops has to remember 
and perform the task you announced at the start of the game.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Increase the number and/or complexity of tasks to be performed.
• Toss two or more potatoes around the circle at a time. Each person who ends up with a 

potato will have a different task to perform.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: On My Pizza, I Like
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the ingredients and then name them in reverse order

Directions: This game is played in teams. One student goes first and says, “On my pizza, I like ______,” 
(naming one ingredient: cheese, pepperoni, or even something silly like peanut butter or 
chocolate). The next student says, “On my pizza, I like ______ and ______,” repeating what 
the first person said and adding another item. The third person does the same. Then the 
fourth person says, “On my pizza, I do NOT like…,” and has to remove each of the three 
items mentioned, starting with the most recent addition and stating them in reverse order. 
Encourage all teammates to remember the order so they can check if the last person 
is correct.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Combine teams to increase the number of ingredients the last student has to take 
off; in that case, the sixth or seventh person would be the person who does not like 
the toppings.

• Allow people to add two ingredients at a time.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Pattern Memory
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember and replicate a color pattern

Directions: This game is played in partner pairs, with partners sitting across from or next to each 
other. Give each partner pair two matching sets of six to eight colored chips. One partner 
gets one set, and the other partner gets the other set. One student lines the chips up in a 
pattern, e.g., blue, red, green, green, red, blue. The other student has a few seconds to study 
the pattern, and then the student who made the pattern covers it up. The second student 
uses his or her own chips to then replicate the pattern of the first student. Students take 
turns being the pattern maker.

Note: You will need to assemble bags with two sets of matching chips before playing.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Give students more chips and colors to create harder patterns.
• Add other objects to create the pattern.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Twenty Questions
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the information gathered so far to be able to ask the next useful question 
and guess the object

Directions: Choose a random student as It.  Assign an age-appropriate category, such as animals, sports, 
foods, fruits, or clothing type. Have the It student think of something in that category (e.g., 
a horse, baseball, pasta). Have the rest of the class ask the It student twenty yes-or-no 
questions to guess what’s in Its mind.  After ten questions, if no one has guessed, allow It to 
give one hint. Have students ask ten more questions. If no one guesses at the end of that 
round, It reveals the answer. Once students get good at asking questions and processing 
answers without assistance, they can play the game in teams.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Students name their own categories.
• Play it without the hint.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: What’s Missing?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the objects and notice what’s missing

Directions: This game can be played as a class or in teams. The teacher places ten to fifteen objects, 
such as a pen, a button, a rubber band, and a paperclip, on a tray. Gather students so they 
can easily see the tray. Give students twenty to thirty seconds to study the tray. Then cover 
the tray and secretly remove one object. Uncover the tray, and allow students to guess the 
object that is missing.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Remove more than one object at a time.
• Add more objects to the tray.
• Limit the amount of study time.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Who Has the Last Word?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the last word in each sentence and then put all the last words together to 
form a new sentence

Directions: Before playing the game, thinks of a three-word sentence (noun-verb-noun), such as, “Pigs 
eat potatoes,” but do not share the sentence with students. Then think of three consecutive 
sentences, each of which ends with one of the three words from the noun-verb-noun 
sentence, such as “Sonya has two pink pigs.” “My dog loves to eat.” “Tyrell mashed 
the potatoes.”

Slowly read the three sentences. Students need to remember the last word of each 
sentence without writing it down. Then asks students to put the three words together 
to make a new sentence. Using the example above, the new sentence would be “Pigs eat 
potatoes.” The students can play the game in teams or as a class.

Note: Prepare the sentences ahead of time to make this game run smoothly!

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Make the new sentence four or five words long.
• Ask students to remember a different word in the original sentences like the first or 

second word, as long as it makes a complete sentence.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Who Moved?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Memory

Purpose: To remember the location of people in a circle to determine who moved to a different spot

Directions: The whole class stands or sits in a circle. Two students play It. They go into the middle 
of the circle and carefully study who is where. Then the two Its leave the room, and two 
people switch places in the circle. When the Its return, they need to determine who moved.

Note: The first few times you play this game, encourage students to note details about 
what people are wearing or if friends are grouped together to increase their chances of 
identifying who moved.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Have three, four, or five students move without necessarily switching places with 
each other.

• Send only one It out at a time.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Buzz, Bizz
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop and think before speaking to say the correct number or word

Directions: This game is played with the whole class. Go around the room saying “one,” “two,” “three,” 
“four,” etc. If a number divisible by 3 comes up, that person does not say the number but 
says “Buzz” instead. Then, the next person says whatever number comes next in the order; 
for example, “…two,” “Buzz,” “four….” At any point, the teacher announces a new number 
by which the other numbers are divisible, and those numbers are replaced by Buzz.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Play the game with numbers that are more challenging, like seven.
• Add a second dividing number after which you say Bizz.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Group Stop
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To practice paying careful attention while moving and stopping suddenly

Directions: The game is played as a class. Have students move randomly around the room. While 
everyone is moving, secretly wink at one student, who is now the Freezer. After a short 
time, the Freezer then freezes in place. As soon as someone else notices that one person 
has frozen, that person freezes, and so on, until everyone is frozen. The goal is to see how 
quickly everyone can freeze into position. After everyone is frozen, play resumes with a 
new Freezer.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Play fun dance music during the game to provide a distraction and make it harder to 
remember to stop and freeze.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: One Back
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop, think, and concentrate to mimic the correct action, instead of the leader’s 
current action

Directions: This game is played as a class. Everyone sits in a circle. The object is for students to copy 
a previous, or one-back, action. The teacher begins with a hand action such as snapping 
fingers. The class does nothing. Then the teacher says, “Change!” and does a new action 
such as drumming the table. At that point, the students snap their fingers. When the teacher 
says “Change” and does a third action like whistling, students drum the table. The challenge 
is to stop and think to do the correct action not to copy the most recent action.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Try playing two or three actions back. In that case, have someone keep track of the order 
of the teacher’s actions to check if students performed the correct actions.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Questions
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop and think before answering a question or laughing

Directions: Teach the game to the class, and then divide the game in two for smaller groups of players. 
Have students stand or sit in a circle. Pick a starting student. The starter calls out another 
player’s name and then asks a question like “Tia, are you in school?” or “Darnell, do you 
eat worms for breakfast?” That player does not answer the question, but instead, must 
immediately call out another player’s name and ask that person a question. The goal is for 
the play to move briskly around the circle, without anyone laughing, answering the question, 
or hesitating before asking a question. Questions can be yes-or-no questions or just simple 
questions requiring a short reply; either way, establish a rule for the type of question that 
can be asked. No questions can be repeated.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• See how long a group can go without making a mistake, and then try to beat that time. 
• Eliminate players who either laugh, do not have a question immediately ready, or answer 

the question asked. 
• Time two teams against one another.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Staring Game
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop and think and resist the urge to blink, laugh, or move

Directions: Have students play this game sitting down in pairs. Have partners face each other. Have 
them stare at each other without blinking, moving, or laughing. The first player to outlast 
the other player wins!

More-Challenging 
Variations:

Play the game standing. No body parts at all can move as the two stare at each other, 
including hands, feet, etc.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: 1, 2, 3, Don’t Interrupt Me
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop, think, and assess nonverbal cues before saying a number to avoid interrupting 
another player

Directions: Have the class sit in a circle. You say “one,” a random student follows with “two,” another 
random student says “three,” and so on. The goal of the game is to count as high as possible 
without interrupting one another. If more than one student says the same number, the 
count goes back to “one.” Players need to stop, think, and be aware of all nonverbal clues 
that someone else looks ready to speak. They need to be ready to regulate their own 
impulse to say a number. Remind students that they may not say the numbers sequentially 
around the circle; the numbers need to be said randomly.

NOTE: Play this game at random times so the class does not decide beforehand who will 
say which numbers!!

More-Challenging 
Variations:

Try to beat a previous record, or divide the class in two to see which team can get the 
higher count. If the class is large, play in teams so students can see one another more easily.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: The Pickler
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Stop and Think

Purpose: To stop and think and resist the urge to laugh or smile

Directions: Students play this game in pairs. One person is the Pickler, and he or she says or does 
something to make the other person smile, such as making a funny face, doing a silly dance, 
or using a funny voice, for ten seconds. The observer listens and watches, trying not to 
smile or laugh. The teacher announces when the ten seconds is up, and the observer has 
to say “Pickle” without smiling. If the observer can both watch the other person and say 
“Pickle” without smiling or laughing, he or she wins the round. Then the students switch 
roles and/or partners.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

The observer must look directly at the Pickler during the entire round.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Categories
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice thinking flexibly and switching categories quickly and correctly

Directions: Have students sit in a circle. Pick one person to be the leader (for the first rounds, teacher 
should be the leader). The leader names a category, such as foods, animals, or types of 
candy, for that round. Then, going around the circle, have each student name something that 
fits that category. After four or five students have named something in the chosen category, 
the leader names a student and says “Switch!” That person becomes the new leader and 
announces a new category, and the game begins again. After four or five students have 
named something to fit the new category, the leader names a new student and again says, 
“Switch.” That new leader then announces a category, and the game continues. Continue 
playing as time allows.

NOTE: This game is often played with clapping and finger snapping to keep it a brisk pace. 
If you are familiar with that version, feel free to introduce it.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Play the game at a faster pace so players have to think of answers quickly, even when a 
new category is introduced.

• Switch categories more frequently.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Does Simon Say?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To adapt to the very different rules of a familiar game

Directions: This game is a variation of the game Simon Says. Remind students of the traditional way to 
play Simon Says. Then switch the rules of the game. Have students only follow the direction 
when the leader does NOT say “Simon Says.” When the leader says “Simon Says,” students 
should not follow the direction.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Every few rounds, revert back to the old way to play so students have to switch back and 
forth between two sets of rules.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Don’t End That Word!
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice quickly changing from one idea for a word to another so as not to end 
the word

Directions: This game is played in teams. The object of the game is not to end the word. The first player 
says a letter, for example, c. The next player adds a letter that could begin to spell a real 
word, such as a. A third person adds another letter, such as s, that could also be built on 
to spell a word. Play continues until someone spells a real word—cash, case, or casserole. 
When that happens, the person who ended the word gets a point. Words must be at least 
four letters or more to end. At any point, a player can challenge another player to be sure 
he or she has a real word in mind when adding a letter; if not, that person gets a point. The 
person with the fewest points at the end of play is the winner.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Words can be just three letters to end the round.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Switch It Up
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice switching from one set of rules to another

Directions: Give students the following instructions:
• When I clap my hands once—stand up.
• When I clap my hands twice—sit down.
• When I snap my fingers—march in place.

Repeat these instructions a few times until students can do all the actions smoothly. 
Then, switch the action that goes with each command:
• When I clap my hands once—march in place.
• When I clap my hands twice—stand up.
• When I snap my fingers—sit down.

As the game proceeds, make up other sets of three-part instructions with different actions 
and commands to provide variety. Set up one set of commands, and play the game; then 
switch up the commands as in the directions above.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Increase the number of commands.
• Play in teams or partners.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Find the Connection
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice thinking of multiple meanings for one word

Directions: This game is played in teams. Write pairs of words (five to ten pairs) on the board/overhead/
whiteboard. Give teams two minutes to find the missing word, a homograph that is connected 
or associated with both of these two words. Call on teams to report out on the homograph. 
Keep score and see which team figures out the most homographs. 

EXAMPLE: Write piano and lock on the board. The missing homograph is key. The word key is 
connected with both the word piano and the word lock: there are keys on a piano and a key 
locks a door.

OTHER EXAMPLES: ship/card (deck); tree/car (trunk); school/eye (pupil); pillow/court (case); 
ball/step (foot); river/teller (bank); bottle/knee (cap). Since this is a flexible-thinking game, 
encourage students to think creatively to come up with a word that connects the two words!

NOTE: You will need to prepare a list of homograph puzzles ahead of time so the game 
runs smoothly.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

• Make the puzzles harder —check for homographs online, or write your own.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Sally Likes
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To think flexibly about the pattern of what Sally likes

Directions: Players try to figure out the pattern of what Sally likes. Play this game as a class. Give 
examples of things that Sally likes (e.g., Sally likes beets but not potatoes; Sally likes birds 
but not flying; Sally likes butter but not oil; Sally likes biking but not running). Continue to 
give examples of what Sally likes until a student guesses the pattern of Sally’s likes. (In this 
example, the pattern is Sally likes things that start with the letter b.)

More-Challenging 
Variations:

Create more subtle patterns, for example, the number of syllables or double letters (e.g., 
Sally likes books but not stories, she likes food but not bread, she likes the pool but not 
swimming; the pattern is double oo.  Also, allow students to think of their own Sally-likes 
patterns to ask their partners or teams.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: The Cloth of Many Uses
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice thinking creatively about the many different uses of one object

Directions: Find a large piece of fabric to use in this game. Explain to students that this fabric is called 
the Anything Fabric because it can be anything that they want. Students take turns using 
the fabric to create a new object or idea. They show what the fabric is, name it, and pass it 
along to the next person.

EXAMPLES: Wind the fabric and twirl it around you like a jump rope, or cradle it in your 
arms like a baby.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Give students a theme, such as sports, first aid, or music.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: The Outsider
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To look for patterns among words that do not immediately seem related

Directions: This game is played in teams. Write five words, one of which does not belong in the group, 
on the board. The goal is to figure out what all the related words have in common. For 
example, in the set containing moon, cookie, baseball, pen, and donut, pen is the outsider 
because all the other items are round. In this set easy, bear, bean, green, team, green is the 
outsider because all the other words have ea in them. Teams work together to solve 
the puzzle.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Come up with harder, more subtle variations like key, seat, mirror, table, trunk; table is the 
outsider because it has nothing to do with a car.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Unfortunately, Fortunately
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To think flexibly and quickly about how to add to a story as it unfolds unexpectedly

Directions: This game can be played in teams or with the whole class. Gather students in a circle. 
The first player begins by saying something unfortunate, for example, “Unfortunately, my 
dog ran away.” The next player says something fortunate that happens as a result of the 
unfortunate event, for example, “Fortunately, my neighbor found him.” The next player then 
says something unfortunate to continue the string, for example, “Unfortunately, he wanted 
a $100 reward.” Each player continues to alternate the Unfortunately, Fortunately pattern 
until everyone has had a turn.

More-Challenging 
Variation:

Play the game in partner pairs.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: What Do They Have in Common?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice finding creative commonalities among items that seem unrelated

Directions: Play this game in teams or as a class while waiting in line or passing the time. Call out three 
unrelated words, and ask students, “What two things do these items have in common?” 
The first few times the class plays, purposely choose three words that are fairly easy to 
relate, for example, orange, baseball, cookie; all are round or all can be held in the hand. Give 
students increasingly harder examples, such as apple, penny, pizza, all have the letter p in 
them, all are two syllables, or all of them can be found in a grocery store.

NOTE: When students are new to the game, plan questions ahead to be sure that 
commonalities are easy to identify.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Give more challenging examples.
• Ask students to find at least three or four commonalities.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: What’s the Story?
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To practice thinking creatively and quickly to make up a sentence that both makes sense 
and adds to a story that is unfolding in unexpected ways

Directions: Read a story starter aloud to the class. After hearing the starter, each student takes a 
turn thinking of one sentence to say next to add to the story. Allow a few seconds for 
students to think after each person speaks. The teacher should stress that students need 
to listen closely and stop and think about what the person before him or her said. Play as 
long as time allows or until the story has lost its momentum, in which case, choose a new 
story starter.

Sample starters include: “I was walking down the road, and I found a magic wand…”; 
“When I got to school today, there was an elephant standing on the playground….”

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Have students play the game in teams; this will require them to think more quickly and 
have more opportunities to add to the story.

• Have students make the last word in each sentence at least two or three syllables or 
start with a certain letter.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use those strategies 
during the school day?
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Brain Game: Word Ladders
Cognitive-Regulation 
Skill: Cognitive Flexibility

Purpose: To think creatively to solve a problem by examining the letters that make up a word and 
forming other words by changing one letter at a time

Directions: Play this game in teams. Teams solve a word puzzle, in which one word is changed into 
other words, one letter at a time. With each change along the way, a new word is formed. 
For example, the word hike can be changed to base as follows: HIKE, BIKE, BAKE, BASE. 
Write the starting word and the end word on the board, and tell students how many steps 
it will take to make the change to the final word. Create your own word ladders, or find 
them in books or online.

NOTE: Do a few examples as a class until students understand how word ladders work. 
For more ideas, please visit SFAF Online Resources.

More-Challenging 
Variations:

• Use longer words with more steps.
• Ask students to invent their own word ladders and challenge one another.

Debriefing Questions: What strategies did you use to play this game? How else could you use these strategies 
during the school day?


